**Emergent**

| Address          | 7500 Rialto Blvd.  
|                 | Bldg. 2, Ste. 260  
|                 | Austin, Texas 78738 |
| Website          | emergenttechnologies.com |
| Description      | Emergent helps organizations realize the value in their patent portfolio: Emergent transforms underutilized technology into commercial potential. |
| Notable Investments | Beacon Sciences, Heparinex |
| Industry Focus   | Emergent is changing the nature of early stage investment. Its Technology Access model lets partners tap into a pipeline of game-changing technologies in exclusive or non-exclusive fashion. Risk milestones in the technical, intellectual property, and commercialization process are identified and values associated with accessing the technology increase as goals are achieved and risk reduced. |
| Phone            | 512-263-3232 |
| Email            | info@etibio.com |